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ABSTRACT. Let R be a commutative von Neumann regular ring. A pseudo-

rank function on R is characterized by a probability measure on the spectrum

of R. We exhibit two commutative von Neumann regular rings R and R1

with the same spectrum S, and two rank functions N and N' on R and R!',

corresponding to the same probability measure on S, and such that the max-

imal right quotient ring Qmax(ñ) embeds in the AT-completion R of R while

<3max(Ä') does not embed in R'.

Let R be a von Neumann regular ring, and let N be a rank function on R. Let

R be the ./V-completion of 22; R is then a regular right and left self-injective ring

and one may ask whether the maximal right quotient ring Qmax(R) of R embeds

in R. Sufficient conditions are already known [1, 2].

Whenever the ring R is commutative, there exists a one-to-one correspondence

between rank functions on R and probability measures on the spectrum of R [3].

So we might expect that the condition "Qma.x(R) is isomorphic to a subring of 22"

only depends on the spectrum of R and on the rank function. Actually the answer

is negative and we prove:

PROPOSITION 1.   There exists a commutative von Neumann regular ring R', a

rank function N on R' and a regular subring R of R' such that

Spec R = Spec 2?',

Qmax(R) is isomorphic to a subring of the N-completion of R, and

Qmax(R') is not isomorphic to any subring of the N-completion of R'.

Let K be a field, and let R be the set of all stationary sequences of elements

of K. Then R is a regular subring of KN and may be viewed as the set of all

continuous maps of the one point compactification N U oo of N with values in the

discrete field K.

For any element x of N U oo, let px be the ideal of all sequences vanishing at x:

The map x -~* px realizes a homeomorphism of N U oo onto Spec R.

Let Q be the set of all sequences of elements of K. It is easy to see that Q is

a regular self-injective ring and that R is essential in Q. Hence Q is the maximal

quotient ring of 22.

Let N be a rank function on R. For any element a of 22, set

U(aR) = {p G Spec22/a22 £ p}    and    p(U(aR)) = N(a).
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Then p extends to a probability measure on Spec R, the support of which is Spec R

[3]; Spec 22 being countable, p is characterized by the measure of points. For all n

in N, set

an = p(n) = p(pn)    and   a^ = p(oo) = p(poo).

Then

¿2 an -l-aoo = 1.

Remark 1. Since the support of p is Spec 22, an is positive for all n.

PROPOSITION 2. Let N be a rank function on R such that a^ / 0. Then Q is

isomorphic to a subring of the N-completion R of R if and only if K is finite.

PROOF. Suppose K is infinite, and suppose that Q is isomorphic to a subring

of R. Then there exists a rank function N' on Q which extends N, and such that

22 is dense in Q with respect to N'.

Let x = (xn) be a sequence of distinct elements of K. Given any e > 0, there

exists an element y = (yn) of 22 such that N'(x — y) < e.

Since (yn) is a stationary sequence, there exists an integer p such that Vn > p

Xn-Vn^ 0. Set

Í 1    if n > p,
Cn = i

I. 0    otherwise.

The element e = (en) is an idempotent in R and the ideal eQ is included in

(x - y)Q. This yields N'(e) < N'(x - y) < e. We have

N'(e) = N(e) = 1 - N(l - e) = 1 - (a0 +■ ■ ■ + aP_i).

Hence A^e) > a«,, which is a contradiction if a^ is a nonzero element.

Suppose K is finite and let U be a nonconvergent ultrafilter in N.

For each element x = (xn) of Q, set

Px = {n G N/z„ ¿ 0},

oo    whenever Px Gil,^-{^r otherwise.

Obviously, N' is a rank function on Q. Moreover, if x = (xn) is an element of R,

then
, . _ Í ß(Px) + Goo    whenever Xoo ^ 0,

\ p(Px) otherwise,

and Zoo = 0 if and only if Px is a bounded subset of N, which means that Px is not

an element of U. So N' extends N.

Let x = (xn) be an element of Q. Since K is finite, the family Px(a) = {n G

N/x„ = a}aeK is a finite partition of N and there exists a unique element a in K

such that Px(a) is an element of U.

Let £ be a positive number. The series X^i ai being convergent, there exists

an integer p such that 2¿^p ai < £-

Set
_ ( xn    if n < p,

\ a     otherwise.
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Then y = (yn) is an element of 22 and Px-y, which is disjoint from Px(a), and

does not belong to U. So N'(x — y) = p(Px-y).

On the other hand, Px-y is included in the subset {n G N/p < n}, so that

p(Px-y) < Y^Zp ai- Thus R is dense in Q with respect to N'. Then Q is isomorphic

to a dense subring of 22.

REMARK 2. Whenever Oqo is nul,

N(poo) = SOp{N(x) X G poo} = 1.

So every essential ideal of R has norm one, and with A^ being countably additive,

<2max (22) is isomorphic to a subring of 22.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1. Let us consider two fields K and K' with the

following properties: K is finite, K' is infinite, and K is included in K'. Let R

(and R') be the ring of all stationary sequences of elements of K (of K'); R and

R' are commutative von Neumann regular rings and they have the same spectrum

N U oo. A probability measure on N U co, with support precisely NUoo and for

which Oqo is nonzero, induces two rank functions N and N' on 22 and R' which are

equal on R. Since a^ is a nonzero element, <2max(22) is isomorphic to a subring of

the ./V-completion R of 22, while <2max(22') is not isomorphic to any subring of R'.

REMARK 3. Whenever K is finite, the embedding of <2max(22) in 22 is not

unique: it depends on the choice of a nonconvergent ultrafilter on N.
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